Programme

Day 1: Mutual understanding among participants

1. Introduction

2. Presentations about freight railway service of Participants

Technical visit to KORAIL training center (Train simulator) * It can be changed.

Day 2: International logistics transport service

3. Intermodal chains in international and national transportation

4. Transcontinental rail transit between Asia and Europe

5. Custom clearance and operation of international rail freight transport

6. Inter-operation of passenger and freight rail transport

Technical visit to ICD and freight station of KORAIL
Day 3: Integrated freight transport system

- 7. Integrated transport operation and technology
- 8. Intermodal logistic plan and operation of Korea
- Technical visit to Port of Korea and passenger station of KORAIL
- KTX (Korean High Speed Train) riding

Day 4: Maintenance of Railway system

- 9. Maintenance and operation of Rolling stock
- 10. Maintenance and operation of signal and telecommunication
- Technical visit to KTX depot
- Technical visit to Centralized Train traffic Control (CTC) Center

Day 5: Discussion and Cultural activities

- Discussion for further cooperation in rail transport
- Cultural activity: Seoul city tour and Korean traditional concert